Tennis Match Results
Point Loma vs UC San Diego
Feb 27, 2019 at La Jolla, CA
(Northview Tennis Courts)

#22 UC San Diego 7, #20 Point Loma 0

**Singles competition**
1. Ashley Chao (UCSD) def. Shelby Groeneveld (PLNU) 6-1, 6-3
2. Alexandra Weil (UCSD) def. Gabi Armas (PLNU) 6-2, 6-4
3. Becky Chou (UCSD) def. Taylor McGowan (PLNU) 6-0, 6-4
4. Valeria Corral (UCSD) def. Michelle Torres (PLNU) 6-2, 6-2
5. Chloe Wight (UCSD) def. Nicole Camaratta (PLNU) 6-1, 2-6, 10-7
6. Shweta Kumar (UCSD) def. Madison McKay (PLNU) 6-1, 6-1

**Doubles competition**
1. Ashley Chao/Becky Chou (UCSD) def. Gabi Armas/Ellie Gamble (PLNU) 6-3
2. Madison Hale/Alexandra Weil (UCSD) def. Shelby Groeneveld/Michelle Torres (PLNU) 6-4
3. Nicole Camaratta/Taylor McGowan (PLNU) def. Shweta Kumar/Chloe Wight (UCSD) 6-2

Match Notes:
Point Loma 4-2; National ranking #20; Regional ranking #5
UC San Diego 4-3; National ranking #22; Regional ranking #4
Order of finish: Doubles (1,3,2); Singles (6,1,3,2,4,5)
T-2:05  A-50